NIC COURSES USED FOR DIVERSITY CREDITS AT LCSC

AIST 101: American Indian Studies AS

ANTH 102: Intro to Soc/Cultural Anthropology AA

ANTH 225: Native People N America*** AS

ASL 101/02: American Sign Language

Criminal Justice: where is discusses a population.

EDU 275: Education of the Exceptional Individual

ENG 285: American Indian Literature

ENG 295: Contemporary US Multicultural Literature

FLAN 207: Contemporary World Cultures

Any Foreign Language (2 semesters)

HIST 210: Introduction to Modern Latin American History AS/AA

HIST 240: American Indian History AS/AA

HSS 241: Human Services Internship (depending on the placement).

PHIL 111: World Religions

SOC 102: Social Problems AS/AA

SOC 103: Cultural Diversity AS/AA

SOC 251: Race and Ethnicity AS/AA

SOC 283: Death and Dying

SOC 220: Marriage and Family*** (AS/AA)

PSYC 211: Abnormal Psychology***

strongly suggest for Program Elective not Diversity

*** Means they come into LCSC as 300 level course.
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